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Quality and quantity control at the endoplasmic reticulum
Ramanujan S Hegde1 and Hidde L Ploegh2

The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is the site of maturation for

secretory and membrane proteins that together make up about

one third of the cellular proteome. Cells carefully control the

synthetic output of this organelle to regulate both quality and

quantity of proteins that emerge. Here, we synthesize current

concepts underlying the pathways that mediate protein

degradation from the ER and their deployment under

physiologic and pathologic conditions.
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Secreted and cell surface proteins are essential mediators
of cellular communication with the environment. Their
functional properties and levels, particularly in complex
metazoan organisms, markedly influence cellular and
organismal physiology. Thus, the cell devotes consider-
able resources to the regulation of secretory and mem-
brane protein biogenesis at the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER). This specialized site of protein manufacture and
maturation affords the cell an opportunity to inspect each
polypeptide before it is released for transit to the cell
surface. This opportunity is utilized in two major ways.
First, proteins that fail to mature properly in one way or
another are selectively culled to provide quality control [1].
Second, proteins that are deemed unnecessary for the
present cellular conditions are also degraded to effect
regulatory quantity control [2]. Quality and quantity control
both employ similar pathways, are essential for normal
cellular homeostasis, and can be corrupted during disease.

Central to both quality and quantity control is protein
degradation from the ER. This involves selective
recognition of the degradation substrate, targeting to

specialized machinery for export to the cytosol, and
usually transfer to the ubiquitin-proteasome system for
destruction. This series of events, collectively termed
ER-associated degradation (ERAD), is a conserved col-
lection of multiple pathways involving dozens of individ-
ual components. Detailed descriptions of the machinery
and mechanisms of ERAD pathways have been exten-
sively covered elsewhere [3]. Here, we strive to step back
from the details and provide a synthesis of emerging
concepts. By doing so, our goal is to highlight especially
important but poorly understood aspects of this field.

Quality control at the ER
The ERAD of misfolded proteins is best conceptualized
as a hierarchical system (Figure 1). What feeds this
hierarchy are literally thousands of potential substrates
that vary widely in size, abundance, topology, nature of
the folding defect, glycosylation status, and other bio-
physical parameters. A relatively limited number of fac-
tors, often chaperones or lectins, that can be considered
adaptors recognize these substrates. The adaptors,
together with their bound substrates, are targeted to
one of a few membrane-embedded ubiquitin ligase-con-
taining complexes. The membrane complexes facilitate
exposure of substrate to the catalytic site of the ubiquitin
ligase contained in them, a step that occurs on the
cytosolic face of the ER membrane. Once this decisive
ubiquitination has occurred, an ATPase-driven mechan-
ism extracts substrates into the cytosol for transfer to the
protesasome and may well be the step where multiple
ERAD pathways converge. Thus, the key events of
ERAD are: (i) substrate recognition, (ii) substrate delivery
to the cytosolic site of ubiquitin ligase action, (iii) sub-
strate extraction from the ER, and (iv) delivery to the
proteasome for degradation. Of these steps, the first two
are the most diversified, tightly controlled, and decisive
reactions where substrates are chosen and their fate
irreversibly determined by covalent modification with
ubiquitin. The steps after substrate ubiquitination are
probably common to almost all substrates, and may well
be constitutive, rapid, and tightly coupled.

Substrate recognition during ERAD
Proteins in the ER that fail to fully mature into their final
folded structure or assume their proper quaternary struc-
ture must be identified and destroyed. Exposure of
structural elements that in the mature product would
be buried typically distinguishes mature from immature
proteins. Immature proteins may expose hydrophobic
patches in otherwise soluble domains, hydrophilic resi-
dues within a transmembrane segment, unpaired sulfhy-
dryls on normally disulfided bonded cysteines, and
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sequences (such as a targeting or GPI anchoring signal)
that are normally processed. Because chaperones, oxido-
reductases, and other protein processing machinery
readily recognize such elements [4], identification of
immature proteins is conceptually straightforward. The
real challenge in ERAD recognition is to distinguish
proteins that are unlikely or unable to fold from the far
more abundant sea of newly synthesized proteins that are
in the process of folding. For glycoproteins, whose folding
and degradation are most extensively studied, an answer
to this question is beginning to emerge.

Most nascent proteins entering the ER are co-translation-
ally modified on asparagines in the Asn-X-Thr/Ser sequon
(X = not Pro) by an asymmetric, three-branched, 14-hex-
ose glycan [5] (Figure 2). Asymmetry is apparent in both
the sugar composition of the branches and the linkages
between the individual hexoses. Various ER-localized
glucosidases and mannosidases thus allow the generation
of numerous distinct glycan structures [5,6,7!!,8!!]. ER-
resident lectins of differing specificity recognize these
distinct glyans [7!!,8!!,9–11], and each lectin has different
interacting partners that can determine outcomes: fold-
ing, degradation, or trafficking [12–16]. The activity of at
least some of the lectins and glycan-modifying enzymes is
sensitive to non-native folding features in the substrate
[17]. A dynamic ‘glycan code’ may thus help shape
substrate interactions in the ER with biosynthetic, degra-
dative, and trafficking machinery [18]. A plausible series

of events illustrating the general steps and key machinery
in the decision tree of glycoprotein quality control is
shown in Figure 2, although much further detail awaits
discovery.

While the concepts that underly quality control of gly-
coproteins are emerging from the fog, large gaps remain
for other substrates. For example, numerous potential
ERAD substrates are not glycosylated [19!], and even
glycoproteins can access degradation pathways indepen-
dent of ER-resident lectins [20!]. How such substrates are
inspected and triaged between folding, trafficking, and
degradation is unclear. Some components of the ubiquitin
ligase complexes may directly recognize misfolded
proteins [21!!]. In addition, if the chaperones involved
in folding can interface with the degradation machinery,
perhaps prolonged substrate interaction favors degra-
dation.

Indeed, chaperones such as PDI, GRP94, and BiP can
associate with ERAD components such as Derlins, OS-9,
XTP3-B, and signal peptide peptidase [22!–25!].
Furthermore, BiP interfaces with numerous co-chaper-
ones containing J-domains, motifs that regulate the
ATPase cycle of BiP [26]. Each of these co-chaperones
may have different interaction partners, functional prop-
erties, and the capacity to recognize non-native struc-
tures. These diverse BiP regulatory factors may help
control the function of BiP and channel it as a folding
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Figure 1

Logical hierarchy of quality control and degradation. (A) General pyramidal scheme with many substrates, several adaptors, a handful of membrane
complexes, and a commonly shared mechanism for substrate extraction and degradation in the cytosol. Substrates vary with regard to topology, post-
translational modifications, and nature of the folding defect. These parameters influence the specific pathway(s) available to the substrate. Although
not depicted, some substrates might engage a ubiquitin ligase complex directly. There may also be considerable overlap among pathways: substrates
could access multiple adaptors, and adaptors might be capable of binding multiple ligase complexes. (B) Several examples of putative adaptors (many
of which are chaperones) and ubiquitin ligase complex components are listed.
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or an ERAD factor. It is possible that the relative folding
kinetics of a substrate would influence, at least partially,
the probability of its recognition by the degradation
machinery. How nascent, not yet fully folded polypep-
tides are distinguished from those that have exhausted
their folding options is not known. There must be a
committed step that deprives a protein of further folding
options and targets it for degradation. This step, which
ought to be irreversible, may well coincide with delivery

to a membrane-embedded ubiquitin ligase complex.
Similarly, proteins that have sustained damage (oxygen
radicals, nitrosylation) may rely on yet other recognition
systems that may then feed them into an appropriate
degradative pathway.

Substrate delivery to the cytosol
Substrates for ERAD must be delivered to one of
several membrane-embedded complexes built around
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Figure 2

A working scheme for glycoprotein quality control. Newly synthesized proteins are core-glycosylated (upper left) with a highly asymmetric 14-hexose
glycan (see inset for details). The glucoses are trimmed by glucosidase I and glucosidase II (GI/GII), generating a mono-glucosylated glycan that binds
Calreticulin (CRT) or Calnexin, along with an associated oxidoreductase such as ERP57. Upon release, the terminal glucose can be trimmed by GII,
preventing re-binding by CRT. During this time, the substrate accesses various possible folding conformations. Depending on the conformation, the
substrate can be acted upon by either UGT1 (which re-glucosylates the glycan) or ER mannosidases such as aER-ManI and possibly EDEM family
members. Mannose-trimmed glycans can still potentially be re-glucosylated by UGT1 (albeit with lower efficiency) or further de-mannosylated,
depending again on the folding status. Removal of the ‘g’ mannose (see inset) irreversibly precludes re-glucosylation, precluding any further folding
attempts. The substrate then only has the option of degradation or ER exit. Depending on its folding state, it is thought mannosidases like EDEM family
members remove the ‘k’ mannose, exposing the a1,6 linked ‘j’ mannose needed for binding the lectin ERAD adaptors OS9 or XTP3-B. Other lectins
such as ERGIC53 facilitate ER export. Note that many substrates have multiple glycans and multiple folding domains, markedly increasing the
complexity of these reactions. Note that the precise glycan structures generated by each enzyme and recognized by the different lectins remains to be
fully elucidated.
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an E3-ubiquitin ligase [27–31]. These complexes serve at
least three functions. First, they must recognize and bind
to the adaptor that has captured an ERAD substrate,
thereby serving as a receptor. Second, they must facilitate
exposure of substrate to the cytosolic face of the ER
membrane, where the E3 ubiquitin ligase active site
resides. And third, they must ubiquitinate (more specifi-
cally, polyubiquitinate) the substrate. The number of
such membrane ubiquitin ligase complexes is at least
two (in yeast), with substantial evolutionary expansion in
higher eukaryotes such as mammals [27–31]. The need
for a greater diversity of ubiquitin ligase complexes pre-
sumably reflects the wider range of substrates whose
recognition and delivery are dependent on a larger num-
ber of adaptor proteins. Consider, for example, the widely
different sets of proteins produced by different tissues in
higher eukaryotes, necessitating a more specialized and
diversified quality control apparatus as well.

For many integral membrane protein substrates that
contain at least a portion of the protein exposed to the
cytosol, their initial delivery to the site of ubiquitination is
easier to grasp than for lumenal substrates. Potential
site(s) for ubiquitination on the substrate can be accessed
by lateral diffusion in the plane of the membrane
(Figure 3A). Thus, when the substrate is targeted to
the ubiquitin ligase complex, even if via interactions
on the lumenal side of the ER, a portion will already
be close to the active site of the E3 ligase. Although the
cytosolic domain itself need not be ubiquitinated or even
positioned correctly, the physical barrier of themembrane
is less of an obstacle.

By contrast, a wholly lumenal substrate (or membrane
protein with no potential ubiquitination sites on the
cytosolic domain) must be at least partially translocated
across a membrane barrier to access the E3 ligase
(Figure 3B). This dislocation step remains somewhat
nebulous and is the subject of considerable contemporary
debate. Access of a lumenal hydrophilic segment of
polypeptide to the cytosolic environment necessarily
requires traversal of the lipid bilayer, presumably via a
pore in the membrane, most likely composed of a protein
channel. Candidates include Sec61 (the protein-conduct-
ing channel used for cotranslational translocation into the
ER), Derlin family members, the multi-spanning ubiqui-
tin ligases themselves, or perhaps a complex containing
these and/or other membrane proteins (summarized in
ref. [32]). A case has been made for a means of dislocation
that does not involve a protein-conducting channel, but
rather exploits the mechanism by which lipid droplets
form [33]. Given the ability of certain proteins to insert in,
and possibly traverse the lipid bilayer spontaneously, with
no essential requirement for membrane proteins demon-
strated [34], alternatives to protein-conducting channels
should probably be kept on the table for now. It is a
problem akin to the secretion of proteins that lack a

discernible signal sequence [35]. Recent studies suggest
that at least some instances of non-conventional secretion
use autophagy machinery [36,37]. While the key step of
how non-conventional secretion substrates penetrate the
lipid bilayer remains unresolved, these observations illus-
trate the range of components and pathways used by
proteins to cross membrane barriers. It may well be that
a deeper understanding of non-conventional secretory
mechanisms may advance our understanding of dis-
location as well. Resolution of this debate will require
the establishment of robust in vitro dislocation assays.

Regardless of its identity, the channel through which
substrates first access the cytosol must necessarily be part
of or adjacent to the ubiquitin ligase. This would permit
efficient ubiquitination, which may act to prevent back-
sliding and allow the building of a polyubiquitin chain.
This polyubiquitin chain, perhaps in combination with
the unfolded substrate itself, is then recognized by the
p97/Cdc48 complex, a hexameric ATPase containing the
accessory proteins Ufd1 andNpl4 [38]. This complexmay
be pre-recruited to the site of ubiquitination by inter-
action with either the ubiquitin ligase itself, or one of
several associated membrane proteins [39–43]. Such
recruitment may favor immediate substrate binding
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Figure 3

Pathways of substrate ubiquitination. Membrane ubiquitin ligase
complexes mediate substrate access to the catalytic site by two distinct
mechanisms. (A) Membrane protein substrates might access the
catalytic site by lateral delivery. Recognition and targeting might be
mediated by an adaptor in the membrane, cytosol, or lumen.
Alternatively, the ubiquitin ligase complex itself could recognize some
substrates. (B) Lumenal substrates and some membrane proteins
access the catalytic site by a translocation-dependent mechanism. The
mechanism or components mediating the key translocation step to
provide initial substrate access is unknown, but might involve the
ubiquitin ligase itself or an associated membrane protein. In yeast, a
complex centered around the Doa10 ubiquitin ligase is probably an
example of the first pathway, while a complex containing the Hrd1
ubiquitin ligase is an example of the second pathway. In mammals,
many additional similar complexes built around other ubiquitin ligases
exist, although their compositions remain to be clearly defined.
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and tight coupling of ubiquitination with subsequent
dislocation.

The energy required for extracting the substrate from the
membrane comes from the ATPase activity of the p97
complex [38]. Related proteins of this family (e.g. Hsp104
or NSF) indeed harness the energy of ATP hydrolysis to
mediate disassembly of otherwise very stable protein
assemblies [44], illustrating the power of this class of
molecular machines. In some specialized cases, the pro-
teasome itself may provide the ATP-dependent pulling
force [45,46]. Precisely how p97 (or the proteasome) pulls
on the chain during ERAD is not clear, nor is it known
where the chain resides when it is being extracted. The
most widely considered possibility is that for most
proteins, extraction from the membrane, or across the
membrane in the case of a lumenal substrate, needs a
protein-conducting channel. However, demonstration of
the presence and identity of such channels has been an
experimental challenge. Indeed, a single universal mech-
anism seems unlikely, given the remarkably wide range of
substrates including folded proteins [47] and whole viral
particles [48]. Furthermore, the current emphasis on the
ER should not distract attention from the possibility that
at least some misfolded proteins may be delivered to the
endolysosomal system via the secretory pathway, and be
destroyed by lysosomal proteolysis [49,50].

Physiologic quantity control
A robust machinery dedicated to disposal of misfolded
proteins has allowed the evolution of pathways where this
machinery is used for the regulated disposal of unwanted,
but not necessarily misfolded, proteins. A key distinction
between quality and quantity control would be the
criterion used for substrate recognition. Rather than being
dependent on maturation status per se, other parameters
influence the substrate’s recognition by an adaptor
capable of interfacing with the degradation machinery.

The best studied example of physiologic quantity control
is probably the regulated degradation of the ER mem-
brane protein HMG-CoA-reductase (HMGR) in response
to steroid pathway status [2,51]. In mammalian cells, the
stability of HMGR is inversely regulated by lanosterol,
the first sterol generated by the cholesterol biosynthetic
pathway [52]. Lanosterol appears to bind to the mem-
brane domain of HMGR, causing it to associate with
another membrane protein, Insig1. Insig1 interacts with
gp78 [53], a membrane-embedded ubiquitin ligase that is
part of a multi-protein complex mediating ERAD of
various misfolded proteins. Thus, Insig1 acts as an
adaptor for HMGR, recruiting it to the gp78 ubiquitin
ligase complex in a sterol-dependent manner and so
controls its abundance.

In the analogous yeast system, Hmg2p is also degraded in
a regulated manner that is dependent on both a sterol

biosynthetic intermediate (in this case, farnesyl pyropho-
sphate, or FPP [54]) and a ubiquitin ligase complex (in
this case Hrd1 [55], a homolog of gp78 that also functions
in ERAD). Hrd1 directly recognizes FPP-bound Hmg2p
without the need for an adaptor [21!!]. The yeast Insig1
(called Nsg1) nonetheless regulates Hmg2p by binding to
and inhibiting its interaction with Hrd1 [56]. Thus, in
both systems, physiologic quantity control is effected by
an adaptor that partially regulates (either positively or
negatively) access of the substrate to the quality control
machinery. Although the specific details and the role of
the adaptor have diverged between yeast and mammals,
the basic concept is conserved.

While the HMGR/Hmg2p systems are wonderfully
instructive examples, physiologic quantity control in
the secretory pathway has been less well studied, and
the scope of its use is unknown. Given the regulatory
importance of cytosolic quality control pathways, there is
no reason to expect the analogous ER pathways to be any
different. In fact, given the considerable physiologic
importance of tightly regulating the levels of secreted
hormones, cell surface receptors, ion channels, and other
key factors, fine-tuning their export from the ER in
response to cellular need is essential for both homeostasis
and adequate physiological responses.

Pathogen-directed quantity control
Directly analogous to physiologically regulated quantity
control, pathogen-mediated quantity control pathways also
selectively regulate the fate of various host factors [57]. A
pathogen-encodedprotein can serve as an adaptor between
ahost factor and thequality control degradationmachinery.
An instructive example in this respect is the human cyto-
megalovirus (CMV) US2 protein, which selectively targets
MHC class I heavy chain (HC) for proteasome-dependent
degradation. Recent work suggests that the ubiquitin
ligase involved in this degradation pathway is TRC8,
which forms a complex with other ER proteins including
the lumenal chaperone PDI and the integral membrane
protein signal peptide peptidase (SPP) [58!!]. HC is
recruited to this complex in a US2-dependent manner,
suggesting that US2 may be serving as an adaptor [59].

Another CMV protein, US11, also targets HC, but by a
distinct mechanism that seems to utilize a different
subset of the quality control machinery including Derlin1
and SEL1L [60], both of which are conserved ERAD
pathway components. Yet another mechanism is used by
the HIV-encoded membrane protein Vpu to mediate
degradation of CD4. Here, Vpu, after its phosphorylation,
recruits a cytosolic ubiquitin ligase complex containing
bTrCP [61]. This is surprising because bTrCP is not
implicated in ER protein degradation, and it is still
unclear if or how ER-localized machinery for extraction
of CD4 is utilized. Nonetheless, the involvement of p97
suggests that Vpu indeed acts as an adaptor to interface
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with at least part of the ERAD machinery [62,63]. And
finally, the mK3 protein from murine gamma herpervirus
68 is itself an E3 ubiquitin ligase. By forming a complex
with Derlin1 and p97, mK3 seems to form a unique
ubiquitin ligase complex for degradation of its HC sub-
strate [64], with the added distinction that ubiquitination
may occur on serine/threonine hydroxyls [65].

What is especially interesting about these and other viral
degradation pathways is the diversity in engagement of
the QC machinery. Indeed, some systems may recruit
machinery that is normally not even used for misfolded
proteins (such as bTrCP). Thus, as in other areas of cell
biology, pathogens have been remarkably instructive in
uncovering key players in quality control degradation
pathways. For example, several insights have been gained
from the US2/US11 systems, including the discoveries of
the mammalian Derlins, and identifying potential roles
for SPP and TRC8 in ERAD. Continued analysis of these
and other pathogen systems is likely to yield additional
insights into how quality control and degradation are
regulated. Furthermore, because pathogens often exploit
only a subset of the components in an ERAD pathway,
while short-circuiting other components, they may be
especially useful systems for biochemical reconstitution
of key sub-reactions.

Stress-induced quality control pathways
Under particular maladaptive conditions, where ER
protein maturation is severely compromised, the consti-
tutive quality control and degradation pathways are likely

to be saturated. Over time, the unfolded protein response
(UPR) transcriptionally upregulates a wide range of fac-
tors that improve ER protein processing capacity
(reviewed extensively elsewhere [66]). In the intervening
period, rapidly acting mechanisms are needed to mini-
mize substrate burden on the ER. The best known
pathway involves translational attenuation owing to
eIF2a phosphorylation by the ER stress sensor PERK
[67]. This effect is general, and not selective to ER
substrates. At least four additional ER-selective pathways
may facilitate quality and quantity control in a stress-
dependent manner to minimize misfolded protein gener-
ation or maximize misfolded protein clearance (Figure 4).

Almost immediately upon induction of ER stress, one of
the stress sensors, an ER-resident membrane protein
termed Ire1, is activated by autophosphorylation. The
primary function of Ire1 is to use its cytosolically disposed
nuclease activity to mediate splicing of the mRNA for
Xbp1, a key UPR transcription factor. However, Xbp1
mRNA is not Ire1’s only substrate and other mRNAs may
be destroyed [68!!–70!!]. This would abort production of
difficult-to-fold proteins, and might facilitate recovery
from ER stress. The mechanisms underlying this
regulated Ire1-dependent decay (RIDD) are not clear
at present, but may be important in certain highly
secretory cell types [69!!] or for specialized tissue-specific
substrates [70!!].

Another rapidly induced stress-dependent pathway is
‘pre-emptive’ quality control (pQC), where certain
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Figure 4

Pathways of stress-dependent quality control. During particularly severe ER stress, several pathways of quality control that may not operate during
normal conditions become important for limiting protein misfolding in the ER. Pre-emptive quality control (pQC) involves reduced translocation of
certain protein that are instead routed into the cytosol for degradation. Regulated Ire1-dependent degradation (RIDD) mediates degradation of select
ER-bound mRNAs. Some misfolded proteins may be degraded by post-ER pathways involving vesicular trafficking to the lysosome. Autophagy can
sequester whole sections of the ER containing misfolded or aggregated proteins.
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proteins are blocked in their initial translocation into the
ER lumen and instead routed directly for proteasomal
degradation [71,72]. This mechanism of substrate
reduction during stress appears to be at least partially
selective, depending on features of the signal sequences
that mediate the substrate’s translocation [71]. Although
the details remain to be worked out, it seems that some
signal sequences require lumenal proteins to facilitate
efficient translocation of its attached substrate. Because
these stimulatory lumenal factors (perhaps chaperones)
are otherwise occupied with unfolded proteins during
stress, translocation would necessarily be attenuated.
The specific pathway by which these translocationally
attenuated proteins are ubiquitinated and degraded is not
known, but is likely to involve different components than
those needed for proteins in the lumen or membrane
bilayer of the ER.

RIDD and pQC act to reduce the generation of new
substrates during stress. In addition, non-ERAD mech-
anisms also help remove proteins that are already in the
ER at the time of an acute stress. Vesicular trafficking can
route proteins to the lysosome, as observed when ERAD
pathways are overwhelmed, or for those substrates that
perhaps cannot efficiently access ERAD [49,50,73]. An
intriguing implication of these observations is that there
exist mechanisms of discriminating native from non-
native proteins in post-ER compartments of the secretory
pathway such as the Golgi. Such post-ER quality control
pathways should rise to prominence or even appear
during ER stress.

And finally, there appear to be mechanisms to rid especi-
ally intransigent and aggregated substrates from the ER
by bulk degradation of entire sections of the ER by
autophagy [74–76]. Misfolded and aggregated proteins,
which are more likely to accumulate during severe or
prolonged stress, may be segregated to ER sub-domains
that are recognized by the autophagy machinery. This
pathway could also be employed to control ER abundance
under normal homeostatic conditions. At present, the
relative contribution of each of these different pathways
of protein disposal under either normal or stressed con-
ditions remain unknown. It is possible that different
subsets of pathways are utilized differentially in a sub-
strate-specific, cell type-specific, or condition-specific
manner to fully accommodate the incredibly wide range
of circumstances faced by a cell.

Conclusions and perspective
Quality control and protein degradation from the ER have
emerged as amajor area of investigation.While the general
framework of the main steps has changed little, progress
has been made on identifying the conserved factors
involved. Genetic screens, whole-genome searches, and
protein-protein interaction analyses have provided an
extensive parts list in both yeast and mammals (e.g.

[77]). However, in no model system is it clear which parts
fitwhere, or how they actually function at amolecular level.
Thus, one of themost pressingneeds in this field is a highly
robust substrate that engages only a single pathway amen-
able to biochemical reconstitution and dissection. Such a
reductionist strategywill necessarilymissmany interesting
nuances, but is essential in defining a set of core mechan-
istic principles. At the same time we need to extend the
horizon to includeplants andsingle celledeukaryotes other
than yeast and explore the similarities and differenceswith
protein quality control in organelles such as mitochondria
and chloroplasts. Furthermore, the ER is unlikely to be a
single homogeneous compartment. Contiguous with the
nuclear envelope, the ER is probably composed of sub-
domains not only with respect to the presence (rough ER)
or absence (smoothER) of ribosomes, but alsowith respect
to components of the quality control apparatus [78]. The
functions of cortical and perinuclear ER are as likely to
differ in their functional capacity as do the various sub-
compartments of the endocytic pathway or the Golgi
apparatus. Would these hypothetical ER subcompart-
ments be equipped equally for synthetic and quality con-
trol functions? These questions, too, await resolution by
experiment.

Lumenal and membrane factors have been almost inac-
cessible to manipulation, with only limited progress so far
in in vitro reconstitution. Greater control over the folding
status of the substrate, by a temperature sensitive
mutation or interaction with a small molecule would be
highly desirable. However, integrity of the membrane
vesicles used to study transport processes in vitro is an
impediment to achieving these goals. Reconstitution of
ERAD may thus require a radically different approach to
that used to study other protein translocation processes.
Non-vesicular membrane patches, or the creation of an
artificial ER equivalent between two chambers, while
technically challenging, may be worth investigation.

The physiologic roles of the different pathways, particu-
larly in more complex metazoans, remain unsolved. Show-
ing that a component contributes to ERADneed not imply
that its role is limited to it and does not extend into other,
perhaps even more important aspects of cellular physi-
ology. At present, there is not even agreement on the
number of pathways and their composition. Why are there
so many ER-localized ubiquitin ligases? Are they all
involved in ERAD, and if so, what is the reason for such
amarked expansion of parallel pathways during evolution?
It is intriguing to consider the possibility that much of this
expansion is not for quality control, but for regulatory
quantity control in organisms where tighter control of
protein access to extracellular space is desirable.
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